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Lithium niobate on insulator (LNOI) is a promising platform for the construction of high-density integrated photonics
circuits. In this paper, we propose compact long-period gratings (LPGs) formed on LNOI rib waveguides for achieving
light coupling from the guide mode to the leaky mode. Our LPGs are polymer gratings coated on the surfaces of LNOI
waveguides and can be designed to achieve strong mode coupling at specific resonance wavelengths for the TE-like and
the TM-like polarization. By means of a numerical analysis, we find that the LPGs exhibit turning points in the phase-
matching curves, which promises the realization of broadband wavelength filters and polarizers with such grating struc-
tures on the LNOI platform. To experimentally verify the theoretical results and demonstrate the LPG characteristics, we
fabricate a number of LPG filters on LNOI rib waveguides, which include two broadband LPGs operating near the turn-
ing points: a TE-pass polarizer with a 20 dB extinction ratio over a bandwidth of 270 nm from 1430 to 1700 nm and a
TM-pass polarizer with a 20 dB extinction ratio over a bandwidth of 90 nm from 1500 to 1590 nm. The insertion losses
for the passing polarization are smaller than 2 dB in the C + L band. Our LPGs can serve as building blocks for the devel-
opment of a wide range of integrated LNOI devices for application in on-chip signal processing. © 2021 Optical Society of

America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

https://doi.org/10.1364/OPTICA.442607

1. INTRODUCTION

Long-period gratings (LPGs) are periodic structures formed in
optical fibers or waveguides for achieving codirectional coupling
between two modes. LPGs can be divided into two types, depend-
ing on the types of the modes involved in the coupling process:
core-mode LPGs and cladding-mode LPGs. In a core-mode LPG,
both the coupled modes are guided modes, which can be the two
polarization modes of a birefringent fiber [1,2] or an anisotropic
waveguide [3], or two selected modes in a few-mode fiber [4–7] or
waveguide [8–11]. LPG-based fiber and waveguide mode convert-
ers can find important applications in mode-division-multiplexing
fiber communication systems [12,13]. In a cladding-mode LPG,
one of the coupled modes is a cladding mode guided by the
cladding of a fiber or waveguide. Since the first demonstration of
a cladding-mode LPG written in a single-mode fiber [14], a wide
range of fiber devices and sensors based on cladding-mode LPGs
have been developed for various applications [15,16]. A distinct
advantage of cladding-mode LPGs is that no extra components
like polarizers or mode strippers/converters are needed to separate
the coupled modes, which offers great convenience in practical
applications. To remove the geometry and material constraints
of glass fibers, cladding-mode LPGs have also been formed in
various waveguide structures and with different material systems,
including glass [17,18], polymer [19–21], semiconductor [22],
and lithium niobate (LiNbO3) (LN) [23,24].

The idea of forming LPGs in LN waveguides is attractive, as
the structure can be explored for realizing various high-speed
electrically tunable devices based on the large electro-optic effect
in LN. In fact, an LN modulator based on polarization conver-
sion activated with an LPG electrode has been reported for a long
time [3]. More recently, tunable wavelength filters [24] and mode
switches [25–27] have been demonstrated with LPGs formed in
proton-exchanged (PE) LN waveguides. However, the small index
contrasts of these LN waveguides lead to relatively bulky devices,
which limits their integration capability. In this paper, we propose
compact LPGs formed on LN-on-insulator (LNOI) waveguides
for on-chip signal processing applications.

LNOI, which is the structure of a submicrometer-thick LN thin
film bonded on silica (SiO2), is emerging to be a promising plat-
form in integrated photonics. Many photonic elements and devices
based on LNOI have been reported, which include, for example,
high-speed modulators [28,29], photonic crystal wire waveguides
[30], high-Q microresonators [31], Bragg grating filters [32],
electrically generated waveguides [33], and switchable mode
(de)multiplexers [34]. LNOI can offer strong optical confinement
and a high integration density, while preserving the excellent
electro-optic, acousto-optic, and nonlinear optical properties of
LN [35,36]. The lack of cladding modes in an LNOI waveguide,
however, presents a challenge in the realization of a cladding-mode
LPG in such a waveguide. In a conventional LN waveguide, a dou-
ble PE process can be employed to create a confined cladding and
hence a set of cladding modes [23], but such an approach does not
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apply to high-index-contrast LNOI waveguides. We notice, how-
ever, that an LNOI rib waveguide can support high-order modes
and such modes may suffer from large leakage losses [37,38]. With
this understanding, we propose forming an LPG on an LNOI
rib waveguide to couple the fundamental mode to a leaky mode.
Such a leaky-mode LPG may function as a core-mode LPG or a
cladding-mode LPG, depending on the leakage loss of the mode.
In the present study, we design and demonstrate band-rejection
filters for either the TE-like or the TM-like polarization with leaky-
mode LPGs. We also propose a simple process to fabricate the
LPG, which involves covering an LNOI rib waveguide with a thin
layer of polymer and etching the polymer overlay into a grating.
Our experimental LPG filters operating at different wavelengths
show peak rejection contrasts higher than 15 dB. The lengths of
the LPGs are of the order of ∼100 µm, which are shorter than
the LPGs formed in PE LN waveguide [23–26] by more than an
order of magnitude. We also find special designs with our proposed
LPG structures for the realization of broadband TE- or TM-pass
polarizers. Our experimental TE-pass and TM-pass polarizers
show an extinction ratio over 20 dB in the wavelength ranges
1430–1700 nm and 1500–1590 nm, respectively, with an inser-
tion loss for the passing polarization smaller than 2 dB in the C + L
band. Integrated polarizers are important polarization-controlling
devices, especially for anisotropic waveguide platforms like LNOI.
While several ideas of forming polarizers on LNOI are available
[39–41], we believe that our devices are the first experimental
LNOI polarizers ever reported.

2. DEVICE STRUCTURE AND OPERATION
PRINCIPLE

Figure 1(a) is a schematic diagram showing the structure of the pro-
posed LPG, where an x -cut y -propagation LNOI rib waveguide is
covered with a thin layer of polymer, which is etched periodically
along the y direction to form a grating. Figure 1(b) shows the cross
section of the waveguide. The LN slab, which is bonded on a layer
of SiO2 to a thickness H, is etched into a rib shape with width W .
The thickness of the remaining LN slab is Hs and the thickness of
the polymer layer is Hp . The LNOI waveguide supports the TE00,
TM00, TE10, and TM10 modes as guided modes. The higher-order
modes, namely, the TE01 and TM01 modes, are leaky modes. With
reference to the coordinate system shown in Fig. 1, the TE and
TM modes refer to modes with dominant electric fields along the
z direction and the x direction, respectively. In the present study,
the LPG is designed to couple from the TE00 mode to the leaky
TE01 mode or from the TM00 mode to the leaky TM01 mode. The
large losses of the high-order modes are caused by the leakage in the

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the proposed LPG on LNOI; (b) cross
section of an LNOI rib waveguide covered with an etched polymer
grating; and (c) the intensity profiles of the TE00, TE01, TM00, and
TM01 modes of the LNOI rib waveguide calculated for the wavelength
1550 nm.

lateral direction through the LN slab, which occurs in high-index-
contrast rib waveguides, such as silicon and LNOI waveguides
[37,38]. The intensity profiles of the four modes considered in
our study are shown in Fig. 1(c). As the two coupled modes have
the same symmetry in the horizontal direction, the use of a larger
grating width can lead to a larger mode-field overlap in the grating
area and hence stronger mode coupling. To maximize the mode
coupling effect, we use a grating width much larger than the wave-
guide width W . With such a large grating width, the characteristics
of the grating become insensitive to the position of the grating
in the horizontal direction, which can relax the tolerance in the
control of the position of the grating and improve the repeatability
of our fabrication process.

We calculate the effective indices and the field distributions
of the modes with a commercial mode solver (COMSOL) by
applying transparent boundaries in the lateral direction and per-
fectly matched layer boundaries in the vertical direction, where
the ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices of the LN film
are no = 2.190 and ne = 2.148, respectively, and the refractive
indices of the polymer overlay and the SiO2 substrate are 1.600
and 1.444, respectively. The leakage loss in decibels (dB) is given
by α = 20log10[exp(−nimk0L)], where nim is the imaginary part
of the effective index, k0 = 2π/λ is the free-space wavenumber
with λ being the free-space wavelength, and L is the length of
the waveguide. The leakage losses of the TE01 and TM01 modes
calculated as functions of the waveguide width W at 1550 nm for
different combinations of the values of H (0.8 and 0.9 µm) and
Hs (0.5, 0.6, and 0.7 µm) are shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b),
respectively. As the polymer overlay has a refractive index much
lower than that of LN, its thickness Hp does not significantly affect
the effective index, the field distribution, and the leakage loss of the
mode. Therefore, we fix the value of Hp at 1.0 µm (the value used
in our fabrication work) in our simulation. The results show that,
depending on the waveguide width, the leakage losses of the TE01

and TM01 modes can be extremely large (>1000 dB/cm) and can
also be very small (less than a few dB/cm) at specific values of the
waveguide width. The leakage loss in the waveguide is caused by
the coupling of the guided mode to the radiation slab modes from

Fig. 2. Variations of the leakage losses of (a) the TE01 mode and (b) the
TM01 mode with the waveguide width W calculated at the wavelength
1550 nm for different combinations of the values of H (0.8 and 0.9 µm)
and Hs (0.5, 0.6, and 0.7µm), where Hp = 1.0 µm is assumed.
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the two sidewalls of the rib structure. At some specific waveguide
widths, the radiations from the two sides of the rib structure are
opposite in phase and largely cancel each other out and, as a result,
the leakage loss becomes very small [37,38]. Such special low-loss
leaky waves are referred to as “bound states in the continuum” [37].
As shown in Fig. 2, the value of the waveguide width that shows
a minimum loss changes modestly with the values of H and Hs .
Overall speaking, the leakage loss is larger when the difference
between H and Hs is larger, i.e., when the LN slab is etched more
deeply. This can be explained by the fact that a more deeply etched
LN core creates sharper sidewalls and thus causes stronger coupling
to the radiation modes and hence a larger leakage loss [37]. The
results for the two polarizations are qualitatively similar.

To achieve strong mode coupling at a specified wavelength λ,
the grating pitch3must satisfy the phase-matching condition:

3= λ/(N1 − N2) , (1)

where N1 is the effective index of the TE00 (TM00) guided mode
(which is assumed lossless) and N2 is the real part of the effective
index of the TE01 (TM01) leaky mode. The relationship between
the grating pitch3 and the wavelength λ, namely, the λ-versus-3
curve, is referred to as the phase-matching curve (PMC). Figure 3
shows the PMCs calculated for different typical values of the wave-
guide parameters. We ignore material dispersion and material
losses in our simulation work. The material dispersion affects
the effective indices of both modes similarly and therefore does
not change much the phase-matching condition. The material
losses are small and do not significantly affect the mode-field
distributions and the effective indices. As shown in Fig. 3(a) (for
H = 0.9 µm, Hs = 0.5 µm, and Hp = 1.0 µm), the PMC barely
changes with the waveguide width W . In fact, the PMC is also rel-
atively insensitive to the thicknesses of the etched LN slab Hs and

Fig. 3. Phase-matching curves (PMCs) showing the effects of (a) the
waveguide width W (H = 0.9 µm, Hs = 0.5 µm, and Hp = 1.0 µm);
(b) the thickness of the etched LN slab Hs (W = 3.0 µm, H = 0.9 µm,
and Hp = 1.0 µm); (c) the thickness of the polymer overlay Hp

(W = 3.0 µm, H = 0.9 µm, and Hs = 0.5 µm); and (d), (e) the wave-
guide height H (W = 3.0 µm, Hs = 0.5 µm, and Hp = 1.0 µm) for the
TM and TE polarizations, respectively.

the polymer overlay Hp as shown in Fig. 3(b) (for W = 3.0 µm,
H = 0.9 µm, and Hp = 1.0 µm) and Fig. 3(c) (for W = 3.0 µm,
H = 0.9 µm, and Hs = 0.5 µm). On the other hand, the PMC
is highly sensitive to the height of the waveguide H as shown
in Fig. 3(d) for the TM polarization and in Fig. 3(e) for the TE
polarization (for W = 3.0 µm, Hs = 0.5 µm, and Hp = 1.0 µm).
These results can be understood from the effects of the waveguide
parameters on the confinement and the effective indices of the
modes. As the two coupled modes have the same symmetry in the
horizontal direction, a change in the waveguide width W affects
the effective indices of both modes to the same extent and hence
leads to a small effect on the PMC. For a sufficiently large wave-
guide width (as in our case), the modes are well confined in the
horizontal direction and the thickness of the etched LN slab Hs on
the two sides of the rib structure has only a weak effect on the mode
confinement and hence the PMC. As the polymer overlay has a
refractive index much lower than that of LN, its thickness Hp has
a small effect on the effective indices of the modes and hence the
PMC. A change in the waveguide height H, however, can produce
a strong effect on the mode confinement in the vertical direction.
The effect is stronger for the leaky mode than the guided mode and
thus leads to a significant change in the PMC. In general, as the
waveguide height H increases, the effective index of the leaky mode
increases more than that of the fundamental guided mode and, as a
result, the grating pitch required for satisfying the phase-matching
condition for a given resonance wavelength increases with the value
of H. There are special cases, however, that the phase-matching
condition is relatively insensitive to the value of H as shown in
Fig. 3(d).

Figures 3(d) and 3(e) show that some PMCs can turn around at
specific grating pitches, where dλ/d3=∝. These special points,
which are highlighted in the figures with circles, are known as the
turning points (TPs) of the PMCs. In fact, TPs of PMCs have
been found in LPGs formed in fibers [42] and polymer wave-
guides [21,43]. Their occurrence is governed by the dispersion
characteristics of the two coupled modes [42]. An LPG operating
at the TP of the PMC exhibits a large bandwidth and this special
property of LPGs have been employed for the implementation of
broadband filters and mode converters [42,43]. Here we show that
TPs of PMCs also exist in leaky-mode LPGs formed on LNOI. As
shown in Figs. 3(d) and 3(e), the locations of the TPs are sensitive
to the waveguide height H. For example, as shown in Fig. 3(d) for
the TM polarization, the TP moves from 1550 to 1250 nm, as the
waveguide height changes from 0.80 to 0.65 µm. Therefore, it is
possible to tune the TP to a desired wavelength by changing the
waveguide height H. According to our calculation, to locate the TP
at 1550 nm, the waveguide height H should be set at 0.80µm and
0.65µm for the TM and the TE polarization, respectively, and the
corresponding grating pitches are 3.7µm and 3.5µm, respectively.
As shown by the results in Fig. 3, the performance of the LPG on
LNOI is in general polarization dependent.

To determine the grating length, we perform mode propa-
gation simulation with a full-vector beam-propagation method
(BPM) (RSoft). Figure 4 shows an example of the simulation,
which assumes the following values for the waveguide parameters:
W = 3 µm, H = 0.9 µm, Hs = 0.5 µm, and Hp = 1.0 µm.
According to Fig. 3(e), for the TE polarization, the grating
pitch that corresponds to a resonance wavelength of 1550 nm
is 3= 5.35 µm. The grating starts at the input end, i.e., y = 0,
and runs along the waveguide. As shown by the propagation
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Fig. 4. (a) Propagation dynamics calculated at 1550 nm showing
how the power of the TE00 mode launched into the LPG and the total
power drop along the waveguide, (b) power distributions at different
propagation distances showing the conversion from the TE00 mode to the
TE01 mode, (c) contour map showing the propagation of the TE00 mode
over a range of wavelengths, and (d) transmission spectra of the LPG for
different grating lengths (the waveguide parameters used in the simulation
are W = 3 µm, H = 0.9 µm, Hs = 0.5 µm, and Hp = 1.0 µm).

dynamics (at 1550 nm) in Fig. 4(a), the power of the TE00 mode
launched into the waveguide drops quickly with the propaga-
tion distance. The power distributions at different propagation
distances are shown in Fig. 4(b), which confirms that the TE00

mode is indeed converted to the TE01 mode along the LPG. As
the TE01 mode has a large leakage loss (∼440 dB/cm), the total
power decreases along the waveguide, as shown in Fig. 4(a). We
carry out the propagation simulation for a range of wavelengths
around 1550 nm and display the results on a contour map in
Fig. 4(c). The normalized transmission spectra for the TE00 mode
for different grating lengths are shown in Fig. 4(d). We find that,
for this particular LPG, the optimal grating length, i.e., the length
with which the power coupling from the TE00 mode to the TE01

mode is the largest, is 133, or,∼69 µm. With this grating length,
the 20 dB bandwidth is about 30 nm. We perform the propagation
simulation for the TM polarization and find no mode-coupling
effect as expected.

We repeat the study for two smaller waveguide widths:
W = 2.5 µm and 1.5 µm, for which the leakage losses of the
TE01 mode are ∼1030 dB/cm and ∼3500 dB/cm, respectively.
The results are similar to those shown in Fig. 4. For W = 2.5 µm
and 1.5µm, the optimal grating lengths are∼74 µm and∼82 µm,
and their 20 dB bandwidths at these lengths are about 60 nm and
100 nm, respectively. In general, a larger leakage loss leads to a
longer optimal grating length and a broader bandwidth, similar to
the case of a cladding-mode fiber LPG where the cladding mode is
lossy [44].

We next analyze an LPG operating around the TP of the
PMC with the following waveguide parameters: W = 3 µm,
H = 0.65 µm, Hs = 0.3 µm, and Hp = 0.9 µm. According to
Fig. 3(e), the TP should appear at 1550 nm with a grating pitch of

Fig. 5. Characteristics of an LPG operating near the TP of the PMC
calculated for (a)3= 3.40 µm, (b)3= 3.50 µm, and (c)3= 3.55 µm,
where the left figure highlights the location of the grating pitch in relation
to the PMC, the middle figure displays the propagation dynamics over a
range of wavelengths, and the right figure shows the transmission spec-
trum of the TE00 mode (the waveguide parameters used in the simulation
are W = 3 µm, H = 0.65 µm, Hs = 0.3 µm, and Hp = 1.0 µm).

3= 3.48 µm. Figure 5 shows the simulation results of the LPG for
three grating pitches. At a grating pitch of 3= 3.40 µm, which
is shorter than that at the TP, the phase-matching condition is
not satisfied, and there is no rejection band in the transmission
spectrum as shown in Fig. 5(a). As the grating pitch is increased to
3= 3.50 µm, which is slightly larger than that at the TP, there
exist two close crossing points along the PMC (i.e., two resonance
wavelengths) and, with a grating length of 133, or, ∼45 µm,
two large overlapped rejection bands appear in the transmission
spectrum as shown in Fig. 5(b). The combined rejection bands can
provide broadband filtering of the TE polarization over a band-
width of 200 nm from 1450 to 1650 nm with a 20 dB extinction
ratio. As the grating pitch is increased further to 3= 3.55 µm,
the two crossing points along the PMC are farther away and the
two resonance bands become separated as shown in Fig. 5(c).
Our example shows the possibility of achieving broadband filter-
ing with an LPG on LNOI by using a suitable waveguide design
together with a proper choice of the grating pitch. The grating
length required is very short (<100 µm).

The results in Fig. 3 show that the grating pitches of the LPGs
required are quite short (a few micrometers). To ease the fabrica-
tion tolerance in the grating pitch, we use third-order harmonic
gratings in our fabrication work, whose pitches are 3 times of the
fundamental ones. Our simulation results confirm that a harmonic
grating performs similarly to a fundamental grating, though a
longer grating is required. The optimal length of a third-order har-
monic grating is approximately 3 times of that of the fundamental
grating. Even so, the grating is still very short (<300 µm).

3. DEVICE FABRICATION

We fabricated the devices on commercial LNOI chips
(NANOLN), which had a 900 nm thick x -cut LN film bonded
onto a 2 µm thick SiO2 layer formed on a 500 µm thick LN sub-
strate. The fabrication steps are shown in Fig. 6. To fabricate a rib
waveguide on the LNOI chip, we first transferred the waveguide
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Fig. 6. Fabrication steps for an LPG on LNOI, which involve the
fabrication of a rib waveguide on an LNOI chip and the formation of a
polymer grating on the surface of the rib waveguide.

Fig. 7. (a) Photo of an LNOI chip with an enlarged microscopic image
of the waveguides formed on the chip, (b) SEM image of the cross section
of a typical fabricated rib waveguide, and (c) microscopic images of two
polymer gratings formed on LNOI waveguides with an SEM image
showing a periodically etched polymer overlay on an LNOI waveguide.

pattern to the LN film with a chromium (Cr) mask by standard
photolithography and then applying PE and reactive-ion etching
(RIE) with CF4 to the patterned LN film to form the rib structure
[45]. If necessary, we could polish the surface of the LNOI chip to
obtain the desired value for the waveguide height H. Figure 7(a)
shows a photo of the LNOI chip together with an enlarged micro-
scopic image of some rib waveguides formed on the chip, and
Fig. 7(b) shows an SEM image of the cross section of a typical
fabricated waveguide. We next spin-coated a ∼1.0 µm thick film
of polymer (AZ5206E, MicroChemicals) on the LN waveguides
and then etched it into gratings along the waveguides by photo-
lithography and wet etching. We fabricated a large number of
waveguides covered with polymer gratings of different pitches and
lengths, as well as reference waveguides without gratings, on the
same LNOI chip. All the fabricated gratings were third-order har-
monic gratings. Figure 7(c) shows the top views of two fabricated
gratings, together with an SEM image showing a polymer overlay
periodically etched to expose the LN waveguide. Finally, the two
ends of the LNOI chip were polished. The total length of the chip
was∼11 mm. The fabricated rib waveguides were measured with a
step profiler (XP-2).

We fabricated three sets of rib waveguides for the demon-
stration of LPG filters, which differed in the waveguide height
and the thickness of the etched LN slab: (i) H = 0.90 µm and
Hs = 0.5 µm, (ii) H = 0.80 µm and Hs = 0.4 µm, and (iii)
H = 0.65 µm and Hs = 0.3 µm. All the waveguides had the same
rib width of W = 3.0 µm. The thickness of the polymer overlay

used was Hp = 1.0 µm. The duty cycles of the fabricated LPGs
were 50%. The lengths of the gratings were between 100–300µm.

4. DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION AND
DISCUSSION

To characterize the performance of the fabricated device, we
launched the fundamental mode into the rib waveguide under test
with a lensed fiber and a broadband source (SuperK COMPACT,
KOHERAS), and we measured the transmission spectra of the
two polarizations of the fundamental mode at the output end with
another lensed fiber and an optical spectrum analyzer (AQ6370,
Yokogawa). We incorporated polarization optics at both ends of
the waveguide to ensure that only one polarization was measured at
one time. We also launched the fundamental mode into the LPG
with a tunable laser (8164B, Agilent) and took output near-field
patterns with an infrared camera for both polarizations at specific
wavelengths. The experimental setups for measuring the trans-
mission spectra and taking the output near-field images of the
fabricated LPG devices are shown schematically in Fig. 8(a) and
Fig. 8(b), respectively.

We first characterized the LPGs formed with waveguides that
had a height of H = 0.90 µm. The transmission spectra measured
for the LPGs with grating pitches varying from 11.5 to 14.0 µm
are shown in Fig. 9(a), where the near-field images are taken at
the wavelength 1545 nm. Each LPG had a length of 103. As
shown in Fig. 9(a), the LPGs function as band rejection filters for
the TM polarization and the rejection band shifts towards the
shorter wavelength as the grating pitch increases. The grating with
a pitch of 12.5 µm can block the TM polarization with a maxi-
mum contrast of 19 dB at 1545 nm. For the grating with a pitch of
11.5µm, a small resonance dip for the TE polarization is present at
∼1300 nm, which is caused by the coupling from the TE00 mode
to the TE01 mode through the grating operating as a second-order
harmonic grating. The fundamental pitch of the second-order

Fig. 8. Schematic diagrams showing the experimental setups for
(a) measuring the transmission spectra and (b) taking the output
near-field images of the fabricated LPG samples.
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Fig. 9. Transmission spectra measured for (a) LPG filters with grating
pitches varying from 11.5 to 14.0µm, where the output near-field images
are taken at 1545 nm, and (b) LPG filters with grating pitches varying
from 14.5 to 17.0 µm, where the output near-field images are taken at
1535 nm. (c) Comparison of experimental data and theoretical values for
the variation of the resonance wavelength with the (fundamental) grating
pitch.

harmonic grating is 1/2× 11.5 µm= 5.75 µm, which, according
to Fig. 3(b), should generate a resonance dip at∼1300 nm for the
TE polarization. The transmission spectra measured for LPGs
with grating pitches varying from 14.5 to 17.0 µm are shown in
Fig. 9(b), where the near-field images are taken at 1535 nm. Each
LPG had a length of 163. The results are similar to those shown in
Fig. 9(a), except that these LPGs function as band rejection filters
for the TE polarization. The grating with a pitch of 15.5 µm can
block the TE polarization with a maximum contrast of 15 dB at
1535 nm. Figure 9(c) compares the experimental data and the
theoretical values for the variation of the resonance wavelength
with the fundamental grating pitch (one-third of the grating pitch
used in our experimental LPGs), which shows a close agreement.
Our results confirm the feasibility and the flexibility of design-
ing polarization-dependent wavelength filters in LNOI with the
proposed LPG structure.

We next characterized LPGs formed with waveguides that had
a height of H = 0.80 µm. The transmission spectra measured
for the LPGs with grating pitches varying from 10.5 to 11.5 µm
are shown in Fig. 10(a), where the near-field images are taken at
1550 nm. Each LPG had a length of 103. At a grating pitch of
10.5 µm, no rejection band can be seen. As the pitch increases
slightly to 11.0 µm, an exceedingly broad rejection band for the
TM polarization appears. As the pitch increases further, the broad
rejection band splits into two and they move away from each other
(the one on the long wavelength side goes beyond the range of the
light source). These characteristics signify the operation of the
LPG near the TP of the PMC as shown in Fig. 5. The experimental
data agree well with the simulation results shown in Fig. 3(d). For
the LPG with a pitch of 11.0 µm, the TM rejection band has a
20 dB bandwidth larger than 260 nm (from 1440 to 1700 nm
and beyond). Such a broadband polarization-discriminative filter
is actually a polarizer. We also characterized LPGs formed with
waveguides that had a height of H = 0.65 µm. The transmission

Fig. 10. Transmission spectra measured for (a) LPG filters with grating
pitches varying from 10.5 to 11.5 µm formed in LNOI rib waveguides
with H = 0.80 µm, where the output near-field images are taken at
1550 nm, and (b) LPG filters with grating pitches varying form 10.0 µm
to 11.0 µm, formed in LNOI rib waveguides with H = 0.65 µm, where
the output near-field images are taken at 1550 nm.

spectra measured for the LPGs with grating pitches varying from
10.0 to 11.0 µm are shown in Fig. 10(b), where the near-field
images are taken at 1550 nm. Each LPG had a length of 153.
These gratings operate near the TP of the PMC for the TE polari-
zation as predicted by the theoretical results shown in Fig. 3(e). As
the grating pitch increases from 10.0 to 11.0 µm, a broad rejec-
tion appears and then splits into two. The two resonance dips
of the LPG with a pitch of 10.75 µm can barely be seen in the
spectral window available. The results are similar to those shown
in Fig. 10(a). For the LPG with a pitch of 10.5 µm, the rejection
band has a 20 dB bandwidth of 90 nm (from 1500 to 1590 nm),
which can function as a polarizer blocking the TE polarization.
The bandwidth of the TM-blocking polarizer shown in Fig. 10(a)
is wider than that of the TE-blocking polarizer shown in Fig. 10(b),
which can be explained by the fact that the leakage loss of the TM01

mode is larger than that of the TE01 mode in these cases. Our
results prove that broadband TE- and TM-pass polarizers can be
easily implemented in LNOI with our proposed LPG structure.

The propagation losses of the passing polarization for all the
tested LPGs, measured by the Fabry–Perot resonator method [46],
was 2.0± 0.5 dB/cm in the C + L band. The fiber-waveguide
coupling losses were 8.0± 1.0 dB. The relatively large propagation
losses were likely caused by the rough sidewalls introduced by dry
etching.

Finally, we measured the thermal stability of the LPGs. We
controlled the temperature of the LNOI chip with a heater placed
underneath and measured the transmission spectra of the LPGs
on the chip at different temperatures. The results are shown in
Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) for two typical examples, respectively: a
TM mode filter with a grating pitch of 12.5 µm and a waveguide
height of H = 0.90 µm and a TE mode filter with a grating pitch
of 10.5 µm and a waveguide height of H = 0.65 µm. As shown
in Fig. 11, for both LPG filters, the transmission spectra remain
almost unchanged over the temperature range from 23◦C to 79◦C.
The low temperature sensitivity of our LNOI-based LPGs can
be explained by the use of high-index-contrast waveguides. The
high index contrast of the LNOI rib waveguide leads to a large
difference in the effective index between the two coupled modes.
The thermally induced index change is far too small to affect the
effective-index difference and hence the resonance wavelength. On
the other hand, LPGs formed in conventional low-index-contrast
PE LN waveguides are highly temperature sensitive, which has,
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Fig. 11. Transmission spectra measured at different temperatures
from 23◦C to 79◦C for (a) an LPG filter with a grating pitch of 12.5 µm
formed in an LNOI rib waveguide with H = 0.90 µm and (b) an LPG
filter with a grating pitch of 10.5 µm formed in an LNOI waveguide with
H = 0.65 µm.

in fact, been explored for the realization of thermally tunable
wavelength filters [23].

5. CONCLUSION

We have analyzed, fabricated, and characterized LPGs formed on
LNOI rib waveguides, which operate on the principle of coupling
from the fundamental guided mode to a leaky high-order mode.
Our LPGs are easy to fabricate and can be designed to operate at
different wavelengths for different polarizations. We have also
identified special LPG design conditions (the TPs of the PMCs)
for achieving broadband polarization filtering and experimentally
demonstrated the first polarizers formed on the LNOI platform.
Our proposed LPGs have short lengths (of the order of∼100 µm)
and excellent thermal stability, and they can be integrated with
other LNOI devices. LPG on LNOI can serve as a flexible and
universal structure for the development of compact wavelength
filters and polarizers for application in on-chip signal processing
based on the LNOI technology. The concept of leaky-mode LPGs
can be applied to other high-index-contrast waveguide systems,
such as the silicon-on-silica platform, for the development of novel
integrated photonics devices.
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